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We present a detailed study on the effects of applied hydrostatic pressure on the magnetoresistance in doped
LaMn03 at fixed doping level. In all cases, the application of external pressure monotonically increases the
Curie temperature. This is compared with the application of "internal" pressure, which is varied by substituting
different rare-earth ions for La, Both effects can be understood in one simple picture that relates the structural
modifications to the variation of the Mn-Mn electronic transfer integral. Thus a general phase diagram has been
derived with the transfer integral as the implicit microscopic parameter dominating the magnetic and transport
properties of doped LaMn03.

The continually increasing demand for magnetic information storage and retrieval has driven a significant worldwide
effort to improve the performance of relevant hardware components. A recent success has been the development of magnetic multilayers with giant magnetoresistance for magnetic
reading heads. ' The increased sensitivity of these magnetic
multilayers over conventional inductive or permalloy reading
heads allows for much higher storage densities. Currently,
doped LaMn03 is being reexamined as a possible next gensensor material.
These comeration magnetoresistance
pounds exhibit a very large magnetoresistance in a temperaof
around
the ferromagnetic
ture window
ordering
manganese spins. It has recently been established that this
temperature window is also associated with a first-order
metal-insulator transition, and it is extremely sensitive to lattice strain in the form of chemical pressure, which is varied
by substituting different rare-earth ions for La. Here we report the ability to tune this temperature window by the application of external hydrostatic pressure. By studying the
effects in bulk materials, we have uncovered an important
aspect of the wide variation in magnetoresistance reported in
thin films: the strain induced by substrate lattice mismatch.
The structural response due to external pressure (hydrostatic)
and internal pressure (ion size mismatch) leads to a modification of the Mn-Mn electronic transfer integral b, which is
the important underlying parameter. Therefore the results of
these two different forms of strain can be unified in a simple
leads to the ability to
phase diagram. This understanding
simply engineer the magnetoresistance within the constraints
of the underlying physical process.
The unique coupling between magnetism and charge
transport observed in the doped manganese perovskites originates in the magnetic interaction between Mn+ and Mn+"
via "double exchange". This interaction is mediated by the
motion of an electron between the two partially filled d
shells with strong on-site Hund's coupling. Several studies
have shown that the magnitude and temperature range of
significant magnetoresistance are optimized when -30% of
the Mn+ are converted to Mn+ (e.g. , by substituting diva0163-1829/95/52(21)/15046(4)/$06. 00

in LaMn03). ' However, this doping level
lent ions for La
can be realized in a variety of ways that lead to vastly different magnetic ordering temperatures
and magnetoresistance properties. Since many of the recent studies have been
performed on thin films, the added complications of film
growth and formation, substrate lattice mismatch, oxygen deficiencies, etc. have hindered the proper interpretation of
these variations.
In order to study the effects of strain on the magnetoresistance, we have prepared polycrystalline samples with the
Mn+ /Mn+" ratio fixed at 7/3 but using different rare-earth
and alkali-earth ions, and we have studied the effects of apexternal
of the family
pressure.
Samples
plying
rare-earth
a
trivalent
ion and A' is a
is
3Mn03
(A
A& 7Ao
divalent alkali-earth ion) have been synthesized through conventional solid-state reaction processing in air. Powder x-ray
diffraction showed clean single-phase patterns. The oxygen
content was found to be unaffected by various heat treatments (annealing in 200 bars oxygen at 650'C, quenching
from 1400 'C in air), and chemical analysis and iodometric
titration on similarly prepared samples show stoichiometric
' The resistivity was measured using the
oxygen content.
standard four-probe technique, and magnetization was measured using a commercial magnetometer (Quantum Design).
Hydrostatic pressure was applied in a self-clamping cell using mineral oil as the pressure transmitting medium.
The temperature-dependent
resistivity in earth magnetic
field [po T(T)] for Pro 7Ca03MnO& is given on a logarithmic
scale in the top panel of Fig. 1 for 1 bar and 5, 10, and 15
kbar applied pressure. The curves are identified by the pressure at room temperature, and this pressure decreases slightly
The
in a reversible and known way at lower temperature.
resistivity in 1 bar and 5 kbar is insulating to low temperatures (the resistivity grew too large to be measured below 50
K, but it remained above 10 A cm down to 5 K). The resistivity at 10 kbar, however, exhibits a metal-insulator transition at -80 K, and at 15 kbar TM, -100 K. [Here we have
defined TM, as the maximum in d ln(p)/dT. t Thus between 5
and 10 kbar dTMt/ldP)16 K/kbar (this value is calculated
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FIG. 2. The drammatic change of the magnetoresistance with both
applied hydrostatic pressure and internally generated chemical pressure. The magnetoresistance,
defined as po T —
p5 T pz T is most
significant over a narrow temperature window. In Pro 7C 3Mn03,
this temperature window is shifted up with applied pressure while
the magnituue of the magnetoresistance decreases. Consistent with
this trend is the magnetoresistance
of L Ca M
c emical pressure generated by replacing Pr by the larger La. The
peak in the magnetoresistance correlates well with the peak in the
resistivity in 0 T, which is denoted by the arrows. These data were
taken while warming.
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FIG, 1. The lar g e pressure and magnetic-field sensitivity of the
temperature-dependent
resistivity for Pr10 7 C ao 3M n 3.. In the top
panel, the resistivity, is displayed on a logarithmic scale for 1 bar
and 5, 10,, an
and 15 k
kbar applied pressure in earth magnetic field. In
the bottom panel, the resistivity is displayed on a logarithm
ri mic sca l e
or
ar, 10, and 15 kbar applied pressure in 5 T field. The inset
compares the effects of applying pressure and magnetic field
e sepa'
e y y examining the resistivity on a logarith
ri mic sca l e versus
/

0

1000/T.

at TM, , not at room temperature). The
from the true pressure
res
strong temperature hysteresis observed at the metal-insulator
transition indicates that this is a first-order transition
In 5 T magnetic field, the temperature-dependent
resistivity for 1 bar, 10, and 15 kbar is given in the bottom panel of
'g. . s
TM, is hysteretic in temperature and increases with increasing pressure. These data are consistent
with the notion of a stabilization of the ferromagnetic, lowtemperature metallic state by an external field. The transition
in
T is shifted to higher temperature than that in 0 T. The
'
inset emphasizes the remarkable effect f
1
netic field at ambient pressure: the resistivity drops by over
eight orders of magnitude in a 5 T field. We also note the
similarity of applying pressure and a magnetic field by showe aat 15 kbar
ar applied
a lied
ing the resistivity in earth magnetic field
pressure.
The stro
strong pressure dependence of TM, in both 0 and 5 T
is accompanied by an extremely large change in the magnetoresistance as a function of pressure. Th e magnetoresistance, efined as (po T —p5 T)/p& T) is shown in Fig. 2 for

in,

10, and 15 kbar for data taken while
warming. The temperature for the maximum magnetoresistance correlates well with the peak in po
s h own in arrows .
s this peak temperature decreases, the magnitude of the
magnetoresistance increases dramatically. This can be understood simply from Fig. 1: the magnetoresistance involves a
switching from a generic metallic state to a nonmetallic state,
and the difference in resistivity between the two states increases with decreasing temperature.
'n F'
Also shown in
of
Fig. 2 is the magnetoresistance
La()7Cao3Mn03 at ambient pressure. Whereas hydrostatic
pressure increases TMI, chemical pressure b y su b stituting La
y the smaller Pr suppresses TM, . This may appear counterintuitive if one only considers changes in the unit-cell volume, but these results can be understood in a straightforward
way by carefully considering how the Mn-0-Mn bond angles
and distances change as a function of internal and external
pressure. These are the structural variations that change the
1 t
h
e ectronic matrix element b describin
from Mn site to Mn site. We will discuss this point in more
detail, since it is central to the understanding of the unified
phase diagram.
In the perovskite LaMn03, the manganese ions occupy
e
site and are surrounded by oxygen octahedra which
share corners to form a three-dimensional network, while the
a ions occupy the A site between these octahedra. Electronic conduction involves charge motion between the manganese d orbitals and the oxygen p orbitals, and b, the -d
overlap, is quite sensitive to changes in geometry (bond
angle, bond length) brought about by variations in the size of
t e -site ions or by externally applied pressure. The origin
of the internal ch
chemical pressure is in the size mismatch that
Pro 7Ca03Mn03 at 1 bar,
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FIG. 3. The pressure dependence of the resistivity for
LaQ7CaQ3Mn03 in earth magnetic field on a linear scale, showing
the increase in TM& with applied pressure. There was no visible
temperature hysteresis for this sample.

occurs when the A-site ions are too small to fill the space in
the three-dimensional network of Mn06 octahedra. For a perfect match, the Mn-0-Mn bond angle 0 is 180'. Rather than
a simple contraction of bond distances, the smaller A-site
ions cause the octahedra to rotate and reduce the excess
space around the A-site, resulting in 0(180'. With decreasing 0, b is reduced. Previous work established this relationship between a decrease in the average ionic radius of the A
site (r„) with a decrease in 0, a reduction of b, and therefore
a reduction of the Curie temperature Tc. This structural
response is characteristic of perovskites and has been well
studied in many compound families such as RFe03 and
RNiOs (R =rare earths). '
The structural response to external pressure may be less
obvious. In the pseudo-perovskite RO3, the A site is vacant
and the application of pressure causes a spectacular increase
' In the perovskite,
in the rotation of the rigid RO6 octahedra.
however, the A-site ion prevents this collapse, and the application of pressure decreases the rotation through a reduction
of the ionic size mismatch. This may be seen as the result of
more dense packing of the oxygen ions around the A-site ion.
This scenario was proposed in a pressure study of the metalinsulator transition in PrNi03 and demonstrated recently by
neutron crystallography under pressure. '
Since the Ni06
octahedra are less rotated when pressure is applied, 0 tends
towards 180' and the Ni-0 bond is compressed. Therefore
both applying external pressure and increasing (r„) lead to
an increase of b because both change the relevant geometric
structural parameters in the same way. '
Guided by the realization that the important electronic
parameter modified by external and internal pressure is b, we
now develop a general and unifying map of the inhuence of
strain on Tz and the associated magnetoresistance. In order
to connect this study in hydrostatic pressure with previous
work in chemical pressure, and to avoid complications due to
different hole concentrations, we examine the particular case
of the Mn +/Mn + ratio fixed at 7/3. In Fig. 3, the pressure
dependence of the resistivity for La07Ca03Mn03 is shown,

'
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FIG. 4. The phase diagram of AQ 7A() 3Mn03 as a function of
the electronic transfer integral b, which has been varied both by
internal and external pressure. Closed circles represent variations of
b due to internal pressure (variations of the average A-site ionic
radius (rz)), and open circles indicate variations of b due to externally applied pressure. The top and bottom axes are closely related
in that both increasing (rA) and external pressure straighten out the
Mn-0-Mn bond angle closer to 180', therefore increasing the key
electronic parameter b. The pressure data for LaQ7SrQ3Mn03 are
from Ref. 20. These data were taken while warming.
which is in good agreement with results for La2&3Ca&&3Mn03
studied by Neumeier et al. ' La07SI03Mn03 has recently
been examined by Moritomo, As amitsu, and Tokura.
We have also examined several different compositions
in
ambient
intervals
at regularly
pressure
spaced
of (r„) (Ndo 7Cao 3Mn03, Lao 3&Pro &5Cao 3Mn03, and
Lap 7Cap ~sSrp t7MnO&). These results are organized into the
phase diagram of Fig. 4 ((r~) is a weighted average calculated from tabulated values '). For the samples measured at
ambient pressure, the magnetization was also measured, conmetallic
firming the association of the low-temperature
For Ndo 7Cao 3Mn03 and
phase with ferromagnetism.
Pro7Ca03Mn03, however, there was a ferromagnetic transition at 103 K, although the samples appear to be insulating to
below 5 K.
The application of hydrostatic pressure has a similar effect on TM, as increasing (r„), a result previously observed
for the metal-insulator transition in PrNi03. ' ' We find that
all the applied pressure data can be represented consistently
with the ambient pressure data at various (r„) using the
same conversion factor of 0.000 375 A/kbar, relating the bottom and top axes in a unique way. A central result of this
work is the observation that increasing b increases TM, ,
whether it is achieved by chemical doping or external pressure. Thus we find that all of the data can be simply collapsed onto one curve with b as the underlying microscopic
parameter.
In summary, this study has demonstrated the large pressure sensitivity of the magnetoresistance
in the manganese
perovskites. This effect originates in two key microscopic
features: the strong coupling between the electronic states
and the lattice through the microscopic Mn-0-Mn arrange-
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ment, and the strong coupling between charge transport and
magnetism through the double exchange interaction. The
magnetoresistance is most sensitive to pressure near the lowtemperature boundary between metal and insulator. The evolution of Tc with external and internal pressure can be simply mapped onto one another, because both are different

ways of varying the important underlying parameter b, the
Mn-Mn electronic hopping parameter. This understanding allows for the engineering and design of manganese perovskites with a range of transition temperatures, a considerable
advance towards possible applications of this compound
family.
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